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In ‘traces of prospects and endings’ (2017 – ongoing), Karan Shrestha’s work explores the association and perception of time through various

mediums. The artist deals with slow time, which entails considering a sense of pausing, waiting and contemplating. A series of three photographs

examine the intervention of light and nature into evidently geometric manmade objects and surroundings. These root back into the biological nature

of human existence, something we often take for granted. The duality of the image and its relational context to the erratic character of nature builds

in a narrative of the omnipresence, yet ephemerality of time. A mass of ice frozen in a frame, floats on the verge of transition and incidence in sea

water, while an inverted beetle, almost goes unnoticed as it struggles helplessly to lift itself back upright for an onward movement. A vitrine

containing three found fossils subverts the preciousness of time and object with accompaniments of plastiglomerate, foil and found objects from

seacoasts and forests that morph time into mass. Shrestha addresses the way in which we as human beings find it difficult to comprehend and

fathom linear time, a time that is the inherent in every aspect of nature’s narrative and human geographies. Weighing the waiting and record of a long

term temporary, his drawings address in-between time, forgotten time and processes we invent in our minds to retain moments in connection with

ourselves. This time, it is so brief, yet so long.

Karan Shrestha’s (b. 1985) practice incorporates drawing, sculpture, photography, text, film, and video. His works overlay encounters in physical

landscapes over that of mental maps of people and spaces he comes across, so as to examine and restructure notions of the ‘present’. With stories of

every day and people, his work seeks to blur opposites that build and define our individual and collective identities. He studied at the Sydney Film

School and began working on film and video in 2009, to explore hybrid narratives. His works have been exhibited internationally, including at the

Dhaka Arts Summit (2020), Sharjah Film Platform; Jawaharkala Kendra, Jaipur (2019); Yinchuan Biennale (2018); Kathmandu Triennale; Serendipity

Arts Festival, Goa (2017) and the Delfina Foundation (2015), amongst others. Shrestha divides his time between Nepal and India.

K a r a n    S h r e s t h a



from: traces of prospects and endings (2017 - ongoing)
Untitled I; 2017 – 18

photograph, print on archival paper
8.5” x 11.5”



from: traces of prospects and endings (2017 - ongoing)
Untitled II ; 2017 – 18
photograph, print on archival paper
8.5” x 11.5”



from: traces of prospects and endings (2017 - ongoing)
Untitled III; 2017 – 18

Photograph, print on archival paper
8.5” x 11.5”



Ice melt; 2019
photograph, print on archival paper,   24” x  36”



Mumbai 2047; 2020
Drawing, ink on cotton rag
60” x 90”



More than this; 2017
single-channel video
5 mins 13 secs



Negative Transfer i , ii & iii; 2017 -
2018
7.5” X 10” 



Negative Transfer i , ii & iii; 2017 -
2018
7.5” X 10” 



Fossils, found and made objects; 2020
Vitrine with fossils and collected objects
Variable


